Given a course document concerning a teaching unit in Computer Science and written for presentational education, we explain how we took as much advantage as possible of it for the same teaching unit, but adapted to distance education. In particular, whenever we are building a new version, we are able to update this document once, so that changes are automatically applied to both versions, for presentational and distance education. If the original document is clearly written and well structured, the adaptations we propose should be easy to be put into action.
INTRODUCTION
As result of greater and greater interest in distance education, most universities have increased such offerings. Since this field aims to deliver education to students who are not physically on site, it is of interest for students who have a full-time job or are very distant, possibly living in another country. As an example of an institution delivering distance education, the CTU 1 , part of the University of Franche-Comt, allows students to get the whole of the units of a master in Computer Science. Of course, this university still provides curricula in presentational education, which remains the 'traditional' way of teaching.
We are in charge of a teaching unit for four-year university students in Computer Science. First this unit has been launched in presentational education, then it has also been offered as part of the curriculum in distance education. This article aims to explain how we take as much advantage as possible of documents written for 'traditional' students, in order to recycle them for 'distant' students. These documents were written using L A T E X (Mittelbach et al., 2004) , but reading this article only requires basic knowledge of this typesetting system. First we describe the situation when our distance education unit began, then we explain our choices and give an overview of our tools. After a short mention of alternative solutions, we conclude with sumarising the experience we have got.
1 Centre de Tl-Enseignement, that is, Centre for Teleteaching.
OUR TEACHING UNIT AND ITS DOCUMENTS
Our teaching unit is entitled Advanced Functional Programming, PFA for short 2 . Let us recall briefly that functional programming emphasises functions' application, whereas imperative programming-the paradigm implemented within more 'traditional' languages-emphasises changes in state. Many universities include courses about functional programming, examples being reported in (Thompson and Hill, 1995) . Going back to the title, 'advanced' means that this unit is not for beginners in programming, students are supposed to be experienced. Practically, most students attending this unit have already programmed in Java (java, 2008) , Scheme (Springer and Friedman, 1989) , and C++ (Stroustrup, 1991) . Functional programming languages have a common root as the λ-calculus, a formal system developed in the 1930's (Church, 1941) . However, these programming languages are diverse, some-e.g., the Lisp dialects 3 -are dynamically typed, some-e.g., Standard ML 4 (Paulson, 1996) , CAML 5 (Leroy et al., 2004) , Haskell 6 (Peyton Jones, 2003)-are strongly typed and include a type inference mechanism.
Our unit's first part is devoted to the λ-calculus' bases (Hufflen, 1998) . Then all the practical exercises are performed with only one language, Scheme. The starting point of the most important part: when we begin to program, the language we are learning is always shown as finite product. It has precise rules, precise semantics, and is consistent. According to the language used, some applications may be easy or difficult to implement. When you put down a statement, running it often results in something predictible. That hides an important point: a language results from some important choices our unit aims to emphasise. For example, if the language is lexical (resp. dynamic), what kinds of applications are easier to implement? Of course, answers of such questions depend on the programming languages considered. Our strategy consists of explaining the choices of Scheme, and we demonstrate alternate solutions using other functional programming languages such as COMMON LISP or Standard ML. After this main part, our unit ends with some advanced features of Scheme: delayed evaluation, continuations, macros.
There is a big document grouping what is taught within this unit, the first version was (Hufflen, 1997) . It consists of six chapters. Each chapter includes exercises, given with model solutions. These chapters are followed by several appendices, making precise some extra information or devoted to lab classes done by students. The whole document is approximately 400-page long. It can be viewed as a textbook, even if its diffusion is limited to this unit's students. As mentioned in the introduction, we wrote it using L A T E X, which seems to us to be the best typesetting system for large documents: cross references are widely used throughout this textbook, and there is a rich 'Bibliography' section. Students progressively are given the successive parts of this document, but it is organised as a whole, with precise architecture. Of course, it contains not only texts-in the sense of successive paragraphs-but also many examples of programs and some mathematical formulas, even if it is not really a textbook in Mathematics. 4 'ML' stands for 'MetaLanguage' and has been initially developed within the formal proof system LCF (Logic for Computable Functions) (Gordon et al., 1979) . Later on, it appears as an actual programming language and its standardisation resulted in the Standard ML language.
5 Categorical Abstract Machine Language. 6 Named after Haskell Brooks Curry .
ADAPTATION TO DISTANCE EDUCATION

Situation
When the distance master was launched, its curriculum obviously resembled master's in presentational education. But a unit common to these two curricula was not necessarily in the charge of the same teacher.
In other words, we have been in charge of the PFA unit within both presentational and distance education, but this arrangement did not hold true for all the units. Besides, we were still in charge of the 'presentational' unit. So we were interested in a method that would allow us to derive the two versions-printed and online-from the same source. Some slight mistakes, especially typing ones, should be fixed, we wished to add more examples. In addition, the version of standard Scheme changed (Kelsey et al., 1998) , so we ought to adapt some existing examples. If we considered our text, there were only two differences to be managed. The first difference was located at the introduction to Scheme: since most of presentational students attended a unit for beginners in functional programming for the 2nd-year university degree, this introduction was just some revision. On the contrary, most of distant students do not know Scheme, and a suitable introduction should be more progressive. But this point was not really difficult since L A T E X allows the definition of conditional texts; for example 7 :
\ifpfaforde. . . (For distance education students.) \else. . . (For presentational education ones.) \fi The second difference is related to exercises. Presentational students get the successive texts at the end of each chapter, so model solutions may be given after each exercise, especially if this exercise has already been proposed at classes. That cannot be the same for a document devoted to distance education: model solutions should be grouped at the end of each chapter, or provided in separate files. Here also, if these model solutions have been put into separate source files, an '\if...' command of L A T E X may allow us to put model solutions at distinct places, according to the document we are building, for presentational or distance education.
Difficulty
When distance education was launched, teachers were obviously asked to put on-line documents on the Web. Some teachers put documents using HTML 8 . However, such a choice seemed to us not suitable for scientific documents: the look of resulting Web pages depends on the browser used; in addition, formatting mathematical formulas and program fragments often results in poor-quality output. In our case, this last point was essential about the fragments given in languages other than Scheme. We could perform some demonstrations during the lab classes of presentational students, so they could observe these other programs' behaviour. The same modus operandi was impossible for distant students, and it was difficult to ask them to install many compilers or interpreters. So the solution was to ask them for exercises only in Scheme-as done for presentational students-but the examples given throughout our text must be explicit, in order for these students to understand without running them. As abovementioned, our document was typeset by L A T E X, so an acceptable solution was to use pdfL A T E X, able to produce PDF 9 files. In addition, if the hyperref package is used, PDF files produced by pdfL A T E X can support hyperlinks, as in HTML. But obviously, we could not provide a single document, as a huge PDF file. It is preferable for distant students to get separate medium-sized PDF files, according to the steps of their planning. Besides, let us not forget that these files are downloaded: students cannot be asked to download a huge file again if only some typing mistakes have just been fixed. Splitting this big document into separate files induces a precise organisation of cross-reference links throughout the original version.
Our Adaptations
Let us assume that the chapters, sections, etc. of the two versions-printed and on-line-are numbered identically. Besides, L A T E X allows each chapter of a document to be associated with its own auxiliary (.aux) file, containing information solving crossreferences 10 . So we can compile a chapter for the online version by using the auxiliary files of the document's other chapters. A cross-reference put by L A T E X's \ref command is implemented in pdfL A T E X as an internal hyperlink, what is fine for cross references 8 HyperText Markup Language. (Musciano and Kennedy, 2002 ) is a good introduction to it.
9 Portable Document Format, Adobe's format. 10 That can be done by the commands \includeonly and \include.
within the same chapter. For cross-references to another chapter's part, we define a new command:
If the big document for presentational education is generated, this works like \ref{label 0 }. If the chapter is generated as part of the on-line text, an link to the PDF file chapter-file is put. In both cases, the same text is displayed. That means that label 0 is a label identifying a resource belonging to a file used to build the file chapter-file. This file has been declared by the \pfaexternaldocument command, so label 0 is known as a label. Of course, when we started this task, such a choice led us to look for all the occurrences of the \ref command and change some into \pfaexternalref ones. In practice, that was not difficult, because a good technique is to prefix labels' name by an identifier for the corresponding chapter. So the file name to be put was not difficult to supply. We use a similar technique for cross-references to the bibliography, and to footnotes belonging to another chapter. All these new commands have been grouped into a package.
DISCUSS
Students' Opinion
As far as we know, students' feedback is globally positive. In fact, they quickly perceive that PDF files allow them to watch exactly what teachers want to express, like in a book or blackboard. Our document giving many 'cultural' complements, we had to define typographical signs to mark up what is important and what may be skipped in a first reading, but this task can be performed progressively. It also seems that the hyperlinks pointing to a part of the current chapter are most useful, so pointing to the beginning of another chapter does not cause much trouble.
Comparison with other Methods
We were obviously interested in reusing our first version written in L A T E X. There are some converters from L A T E X to HTML (Goossens et al., 1999) , and they allow a base document to be split into several Web pages. However, these converters are not suitable when we update an existing text since the names of generated Web pages are generated, too; it may be difficult to point just the HTML files that have been changed.
If we proceed from scratch, an interesting method could be to specify our input files using XML 11 , which has become a standard for information exchange and provides a rich toolbox. XSLT 12 (W3C, 2007) , the language commonly used for transformations of XML texts could be used to derive texts for L A T E X, or in XSL-FO 13 (W3C, 2006) , an XML language that aims to describe high-quality print outputs. However, the current XSL-FO processors-generating PDF filesare not complete yet, even if they implement most of this recommendation, so using XSL-FO is interesting for experiment, but not for intensive use by students.
CONCLUSIONS
As abovementioned, the first complete version of our course text came out in 1997. Then it has evolved deeply-chapters and appendices have been wholly revised-and continuously, since we have applied some changes each year. We did it successfully, so we can think that our system is reliable. Of course, even if our new commands could be applied throughout any document, it may be noticed that this document must be a L A T E X source text. This not too restrictive for documents in Computer Science or Mathematics, since L A T E X is widely used within these communities. Further expriment should be made about documents concerning other topics.
